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MIAMI BEACH, Fla.—Miami has always been one of
the principal stepping stones to doing business with Latin
America, a fact not lost on the organizers of Material
World, the textile, technology and sourcing show that host-
ed its first event here seven years ago.

As the event has grown from its roots as a fabric show, so
has the sourcing section. This year, there were 150 sourcing
booths, which now comprise more than one-third of the
show’s 400 booths at the Miami Beach Convention Center.

While Latin American factories have always been a main-
stay, many Asian and Far Eastern firms joined the April 4–6
run of the annual Miami Beach event, which saw atten-
dance remain consistent with last year’s show, said Tim von
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Emil Rutenberg, founder of his eponymous women’s
line, has given his company a facelift. The 23-year-old Los
Angeles–based label known for well-constructed bridge-
market jackets in novelty fabrics, last year launched People
Like Frank, a younger and more directional line. 

The People Like Frank line is a full collection, with a
strong focus on jackets. The jacket fabrics are understated
to allow for rich design details and tasteful embellishment.  

A jacket in a cotton/polyamide/metal-blend fabric has
multi-tiered layers around the waistline and ruching on the
sleeves. A leather trench-style jacket is embellished with
hand-cut flower appliqués on the back and menswear-pleated
lining peeks out from under a black tailored jacket. A stand-
out bottom includes a long black architectural skirt that was
inspired by Issey Miyake shapes of the 1980s. 

People Like Frank: 
Emil Rutenberg’s New
Contemporary Collection
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At their joint fashion show at club Privilege in Hollywood, Troy Kingdom’s
tattoo-inspired tops and Tag Jeans’ studded, skinny denim combined to create

a rocker-meets-hipster style. For more from the show, see page 13.

IronandInk
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“What it needed to recapture was a much more youthful
audience, and that’s where we decided to launch this new
idea,” said Rutenberg. 

Wholesale price points for People Like Frank range from
$175 to $360 for jackets and from $90 to $140 for bottoms. 

The new line’s success also has influenced the look of the
Emil Rutenberg Collection. Though it still offers item-dri-
ven jackets in tactile fabrics and clean cuts, details such as raw

edges on a jacket or leather trims have been added
to give the collection a more contemporary edge.
The cut also has changed to a slimmer fit to match
the style.

Robin Lyle, owner of the store Robin Lyle in
Sacramento, noticed Emil Rutenberg’s new look
when she bought the Spring 2006 line.

“It’s smart of him to make changes,” Lyle said.
“Within the tailored market, which I’ve
been in for 30 years, you need to give
them a reason to buy something.” 

Lyle added that the new Emil Rutenberg
line does not appeal to more conservative
dressers but rather sells to women of rough-
ly the same age who are “more experimen-
tal” about their style.   

Rutenberg’s shift away from the
bridge market comes in the midst of a
strong contemporary women’s market.
The move also comes at a time when
there is little consensus about what the
term “bridge” actually means. To some
buyers, the “bridge” market represents a price
point—falling between the “better” market and
the “designer” market. To Rutenberg, “bridge”
also defines a more conservative style. Though
the wholesale price points for Emil Rutenberg re-
main roughly the same, from $139 to $199, the
slimmer fit and younger details take the line out of
the category of the bridge market and into con-
temporary, the designer said. 

Rutenberg predicted the People Like Frank

line will develop into an even younger—and more contempo-
rary—collection, and the Emil Rutenberg line will follow a
similar trajectory. 

People Like Frank is one of several new endeavors for
Rutenberg, a co-founder of E.D.J. Denim Purist, which
launched in February. The denim collection is a side project
of Rutenberg and is not under the Emil Rutenberg company
umbrella. 

For more information about People Like Frank and Emil
Rutenberg, call (213) 489-4374. n
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Three is not a crowd for the designers at
Ziji.

Launched last spring as a skirt line, the
first collection was a solo effort from Nansi
Aluka. Katerina Gabbro joined the team for
the second collection and Lisa Fabian made
Ziji a trio for Spring 2006. 

Aluka, an actress; architect Gabbro; and
stylist Fabian share design, marketing, produc-
tion, finance and business responsibilities for
Los Angeles–based Ziji, which has evolved into
a full contemporary collection.  

The designers said the philosophy behind
their creative process is defined by the
essence of the Tibetan word Ziji, which
means “confidence, shining out with dignity.”
Casual elegance is key, with carefully bal-
anced feminine silhouettes and a deconstruct-
ed approach to classic tailoring. The under-
stated Spring palette is a mix of gray tones
punctuated with lilac and pale yellow, and
dressier pieces in black. Diaphanous baby-
doll tops in two different styles offer feminini-
ty and pair well with dressy, wide-leg trousers

and flap-pocket shorts. While the wide-leg pant was a big hit for Ziji’s Spring line, the cigarette-
leg trouser from the Fall ’06 collection will likely steal the limelight. 

Overall, the new Fall line has more edge and
funkiness, as exhibited in the wool-tweed, wrap-
collar jacket and gray wool-lace sweater. The Fall
hues are bolder than Spring—rich browns, navy,
black and deep gray, with hints of turquoise and
lush green. Fall fabrics include four-ply silk
crepe, printed-silk charmeuse, wool tweed, wool
gabardine and cashmere wool. The deep-V cardi-
gan, fastened with two buttons at the waistband,
has ruched detailing under the wrists. Carried
over from the Spring line, the thin cardigan
sweater is slinky and long—perfect for layering.
Other highlights from the Fall collection include
a black cashmere-wool wrap coat and silk button-
back blouse. 

Wholesale price points range from $50 to
$275, with retail ranging from $100 to $575. The
line is sold in boutiques, including TG170 in
New York, Backspace in San Francisco and Di-
avolina in Los Angeles. For more information,
contact Missy Arko at the Fille Showroom in
the Cooper Design Space, (213) 430-9114, or
visit www.ziji.us. For press inquiries, contact EM
Productions at www.emprds.com.

—Dena Smolek

Ziji Designs

Menswear line Orthodox Clothing takes the tension between classic and new looks and
wrangles a style that mixes new and old.

Remember twill pants with wide stripes? Orthodox designer Eric Niccole turned the mod
look into walking shorts. 

Remember the Nehru collar? Just flip up the collar on the label’s “Cassidy” blazer for a
look that a Beatles fan might have favored in the mid-1960s.

Los Angeles–based Orthodox was launched last May by Niccole and co-founder Mike
Townsend. Niccole, a first-time designer, said he hoped the label would offer a look that a fa-
ther and son could both wear, provided they prefer tailored looks. 

“It’s not going out on a limb,” said Niccole of Orthodox’s style. “We’re trying to balance a
timeless and an edgy quality.”

The Orthodox collection ranges from T-shirts with punk-looking graphics to work pants
featuring loops for both wide and narrow belts. For those planning to brave an occasionally
brisk California night, there are pea coats in a lightweight tweed.

Orthodox’s founders believe that juggling classic and new looks could be second nature for
them. Growing up in Orange County, Calif., they observed how hometown labels such as Santa
Ana–based Howemix California styles with international and contemporary looks.

Before establishing Orthodox, Townsend worked as a sales associate in 1998 at The Closet,
an Orange County contemporary boutique chain, and spent part of last year working as a mar-
keting consultant to the chain. Niccole worked as a musician and is a co-owner of the Scorpi-
on Steakhouse restaurant in Huntington Beach, Calif.

Niccole said that he financed the label and has no outside investors. Orthodox’s Holiday
2005 and Spring 2006 collections have been sold in such boutiques as Habit in Costa Mesa,
Calif.; Blackbird in Seattle; Nina Messiah in Beverly Hills, Calif.; and Fred Segal in Santa
Monica, Calif. Wholesale price points range from $40 for polos to $255 for pea coats. 

Niccole said he hopes to eventually add better department stores to his retail mix.
—Andrew Asch

Orthodox Clothing

Rutenberg
Continued from page 1

DETAIL ORIENTED: Emil Rutenberg’s new contemporary collection, People
Like Frank, is heavy on details, with hand-cut appliques, seam details,
pleats and ruching. Though jackets are the focus, People Like Frank’s pants
are frequently reordered by retail buyers.

OVER THE BRIDGE: The traditional bridge-market Emil Rutenberg Collection
is spiced up with leather trim, contrast stitching and raw-edge details for a
contemporary look.

New Resources
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